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*Product

Area of application

*Medical device

Usage

*Standard

*Interfering substance

*Test temperature
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*SDS is attached or can be downloaded. Best-before-date, storage conditions and  
appearance of test sample:
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Yes No

clean dirty none see comments

Yes No



Comments:

I ask for further advice. I can be reached at the following times (enter different contact 
details here)

*
I ask for a non-binding offer according to the given parameters.

*
All data required for an expert opinion or test report (exact designation, ingredients, 
concentrations, etc.) are attached or are available on the website.

*
You agree that your data will be stored and processed in accordance with the GDPR, 
your data will not be passed on to third parties and if a contract is not concluded, your 
data will be deleted.

Please fill in all fields with *, otherwise inquiries will arise and delay processing
(e.g. expert opinion / investigation report).

Thank you for your inquiry to the bactologicum. You will receive an offer and a possible
time frame for the exam within the next two weeks. Please understand that we cannot

answer your request immediately.

The test can only be carried out promptly as soon as the samples or test samples are
made available to our laboratory.

Upon receipt of the test samples, you will receive a confirmation of receipt.

Not to be filled in by the client!
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